
16 - Problem-Based Learning

The Main Probleml
Here is the Problem-Based Learning scenario that is the focus of this guide:

:

You are the principal of a school and are thinking
of playing background music in the classroom as
students work. You are hopin$ to,,impro. i,tTlorale

rt performance. ls this a good idea, andand studen
what are'thd]ss.uesft lv'ed'? '"

Of course, every significant challenge in life needs to be looked at from several
points-of-view. For the Problem-Based Scenario in this book, the different "points-of-
view" have been divided into a math angle, a science angle, and a social studies angle.
Then, in Language Arts, all points-of-view are evaluated into a single approach.

Obviously,life isn't so cleanly
divided into subject areas. Remember
the visual that you saw on page12:

ol
It's certainly a challenge-impossible, actually- to have "reallife" crunched into

a box that fits the academic schedule. Still, having students review a problem from
several angles (even if they are neatly divided along subject lines) helps them understand
that problems are multi-dimensional, made up of pieces so complex that they must be
evaluated on their own. Only after all of the pieces have been individually examined can
the problem be properly approached as a whole.

So, each "subject angle" is one piece of the puzzle That's not to say they aren't
plenty challenging in their own right. In fact, they are wonderful exercises for math, or
science, or social studies class, even if you never have a chance to get into the other
subject points-of-view.

Now we're ready to begin. The page to the right outlines the
"subject angles" that we've created for the Problem-Based Scenario
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17 - General lnformation

The rrSubiect Angles":
ln order to properly respond to the Main Problem, it is important to consider multiple
points-of-view. Below are several angles from which to approach the problem.

Language Arts serves as the hub for the entire exercise. lt is in ELA

that all of the other "subject angles" are evaluated and measured against
one another, and a final decision about how to approach the Main

Problem Scenario is made based on all of the available information.

The Math Angle:

Do statistics suggest that playing music improves grades?
Sfudenfs will look at academic statistics to determine if the use of background music
has been successful in trials.

The Science Angle:

Gan the benefits of playing background music be tested?
Sfudenfs will review scientific experiments that could be adjusted to test the benefits
of music in the classroom, and then they will design their own experiment.

The Social Studies Angler

ln what ways does music influence and inspire people?
Sfudenfs will review the role of music in society, and decide if music can be used to
increase morale and student engagement.
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20 - Problem-Based Learning

nThe Math Angle
The Main Problem Scenario:

The "Math Angle":

Your Teaeher Instrttction page is shoutn to the igltL A unique Teacher lnstructions sheet is created for
each "subject angle" of the Main Problem Scenario, and walks through the entire process of oiewing the problem

from that point-of-oiew. Eaerything that is referenced in the Teacher Instructions (student stimulus items,

classroom discussion sheets, thought-gathering sheets, rubrics) will be proaided as you work through the exercise.

Make a photocopy of the Teacher Instructions

Teacher
Instruction

You are principal at a school that is considering
playing background music while students work. ls
this a good idea, and what €re the issues involved?

to walk you through the entire ffmath angleD



Teacher Instructiotts:
"Background Music"

- roblem Scenario: You are the principal of a school and
background music in ilre classroom

Your students will
be viewing this

problem from on

,liATH
perspective.

are hoping to improve morale and student performance. ls
this a good idea, and what are the issues involved?

Do statistics suggest that playing music improves
grades?

Studenfs vyill look at academic sfafisfibs to determine if the use of
background music has been successfu/ in trials.

are thinking of playing
as students work. You

Step@
Review

Stimulus
Items

Stimulus ltem #1 - Pre- and Post- test scores (data)

Stimulus ltem #2 - "Examining Background Music" (statistics)

Stimulus ltem #3 - "Music in the Classroom" (article)

**Students should take notes as theg reuiew the Stimulus /fems

Extended Response: Have students answer the following questions.
Remind students to use information from the Stimulus ltems to support
their response.
1) Based on the statistics provided (Stimulus #1), does playing background music

while students work improve grades? Support your conclusion with data.

2l What are factors that might cause the data to be misleading as to whether or not

background music improves student grades?

Product Option: Divide your class into groups, with each group becoming

academic consultants hired by the school to improve student performance and overall
morale. The groups will examine whether playing background music as students work can
improve results. Using the pr+- and post- test scores provided in Stimulus #1 (or, you
can collect real data by doing the experiment outlined in the "Science Angle" of this
exercise), your students will make recommendations. They must then prepare a
presentation to convince the school board (i.e. their classmates) of their position. They
may display the data in graphs, charts, or whatever visual means will help stress their
point. The groups should also acknowledge how the numbers may be misleading or
inconclusive (i.e. small sample size, different classes being tested, other variables, etc.).

Rubrics to grade student entries have been provided, and all questions

have been mapped to the content standards.

step @ v:i',?""nilJffi;ilT ffJ.T,5i:ff ;:'.?Ej,i: l[: E:::,oom discussion
Classroom
Discussion

Step@
Student -

Response
**"sfudents should have access

to their notes as they enter their
answers

***sfudenfs may also have

access to the Stimulus ltems
-\ they enter their answers

step@
Analysis
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38 - Problem-Based Learning

nThe $cience Anglel
The Main Problem Scenario:

Your Teacher Instruction page is shown to the right. A unique Teaclter lnstructions sheet is created for
each, " subject angle" of tlrc Main Problem Scenario, snd unlks through the entire process of aiewing tlrc problent

from that point-of-uiew. Euerythi;ng that is re_ferenced in the Teacher Instructions (sttLdent stimulus items,

classroorn discrtssion sheets, thougltt-gathering sheets, ntbrics) ruill be proaided as you work through the exercise

Can the benefits of playing
background music be teste d?

Make a
to walk

photocopy of the Teacher lnstructions

Teacher
Instruction

You are principal at a school that is considering
playing background music while students work. ls
this a good idea, and what are the issues involved?

The "Science Angle":

you through the entire "science angle"



Teacher Instructions:
"Background Music"

-Problem Scenario: You are the principal of a school and are thinking of playing
background music in the classroom as students work. You

& are hoping to improve morale and student performance. Is

ffi this a good idea, and what are the issues involved?
Your students will ffi

be viewino this ffi
problem f-.om o fufo

5CIENCE W
perspective W Can the benefits of playing background music be tested?

Y' Sfudents will review scientific experiments that could be adjusted to test the

benefits of music in the classroom, and then they will design their own

experiment.

epost Stimulus ltem #1 - "Elements of a Science Experiment" (list)

Stimulus ltem#2- "A Musical Experiment" (science experiment)

Stimulus ltem #3- "The Effect of Music on the Brain" (infographic)

**Students should take notes as theg reuiew the Stimulus ltems

Extended Response: Have students answer the following questions.
Remind students to use information from the Stimulus ltems to support their
response.

1) Why is it important to review the results of studies or experiments prior to deciding
whether or not to play background music in a school while students work?

2l Describe an experiment that could be conducted to determine whether or not
background music improves student grades. Be sure to identify the dependent and
independent variables, as well as the controlled variables, in the experiment.

Product Option: Divide your students into groups, with each group becoming

volunteers for research. They will be participating in an experiment to see if

background music can improve test scores. ln the experiment, each individual will have a

designated time (3 minutes or so) to complete a worksheet of grade-level math problems.

Record the scores (unanswered questions are marked as wrong). Next, have students

repeat the exercise with a nearly identical exam, but this time play calm music in the

background. Did scores improve? Compile class results to see if there's a pattern.

Discuss the elements of the experiment, such as all variables, and what could have been

done to strengthen the experiment. Discuss what other factors might have swayed the

results and why this may be too small a sample size to make any true conclusions.

Rubrics to grade student entries have been provided, and all questions

have been mapped to the content standards.

Review
Stimulus

Items

ste p @ i:i'"?""1ffi,'$#;:l"l ffJit',Iilff ;:i?.;i i:'fl: 5::';,oo m d i scu ssi o n

Classroom
Discussion

Step@
Student -

Response
***sludenfs should have access

to their nofes as they enter their
answers

***sfudenfs may also have
access to the Stimulus /fems

they enter their answers

Step@
Analysis
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56 - Problem-Based Learning

nThe $ocial Studies
Anglen

The Main Problem Scenario:

The "Social Studies Angle":

ln what way: dogs murig influence
and inSpi're people?

Your Teacher Instruction page is shorun to the right. A unique Teacher lnstructions sheet is created for
each " subject angle" of the Main Problem Scenario, ord utslks through the entire process of aiewing the problem

from that point-of-oiew. Eaenlthing that is referenced in the Teacher Instructions (student stimulus items,

classroom discussion sheets, thought-gathering sheets, rubrics) utill be proaided as you work through the exercise

Make a photocopy of the Teacher lnstructions
to walk you through the entire "SS angle"

Teacher
Insuuction

You are principal at a school that is considering
playing background music while students work. ls
this a good idea, and what are the issues involved?



Teacher Instructions:
"Background Music"

-'roblem Scenario: You are the principal of a school and are thinking of playing
background music in the classroom as students work. You

are hoping to improve morale and student performance. ls
this a good idea, and what are the issues involved?

Your students will
be viewing this
problem from o

SOCIAL
sTUDIE5
perspective.

ln what ways does music influence and inspire people?

Sfudenfs will review the role of music in society, and decide if music can be used to

increase morale and student engagement.

tep@
Review

Stimulus
Items

Stimulus ltem #1 -'tpsvvsr of Music" (video)

Stimulus ltem#2 - "National Anthems" (essay)

Stimulus ltem #3 - "A Quick Thought on Music" (editorial)

**Students should take notes as theg reuieuL the Stimulus Items

Lead a class discussion about issues related to the topic.
You are being provided a sheet to help you guide the classroom discussion.

Extended Response: Have students answer the following questions.
Remind students to use information from the Stimulus ltems to support
their response.
1) lt is difficult to quantify the power of music. Try to answer the question, "Why

is music important?" Give examples in society and throughout history to
strengthen your answer.

2) Does the role of music in our society and throughout history suggest that it
could be used to help student morale and performance at your schoo!? Why?

Product Option: Divide your students into small groups who will act as a team
of music teachers trying to increase music appreciation through the school. To help

accomplish this task, each team will create a brochure called, "The Power of Music," to be

distributed to all students. The purpose of the brochure is to convince students that music is

more than just a source of entertainment. To do this, the groups will want to look at music in

our society and throughout history, such as how it is used in social, political, religious, and

cultural events and traditions (it's been used to motivate people, unite them, and even record
history or tell a story). Discuss how studying music of a certain time period (even today)
might help you understand the people and events of that time. Does this influence of music
suggest that it might be used to help improve student morale and performance?

Rubrics to grade student entries have been provided, and all questions
have been mapped to the content standards.

step @
Classroom
Discussion

step@
Student -

Response
***sfudenfs should have access
to their nofes as they enter their
answers

***sfudents may also have
access to the Stimulus /ferns

_'they 
enter their answers

Step@
Analysis



74 - Problem-Based Learning

nThe Language Arts
Anglen

The Main Problem Scenario:
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Yo u hav* a 04ra;rca ih ii' MA in n 
yn 

rc ni,, fro m several p o i his;of;v i ew

Social
The Math Angle The Science Angle The Studies Angle

Do statistics
suggest.that

playihg rn*iC
irnpr6ves

' $rades?=,:

Can the,benefits
of playing

background
music be tested?

' tn wh:at,ways
does music

influence and
inspire people?

Now it is time to take all you've learned and
give your final response to the Main Problem.

Language Afis serves as fhe hub for the entire exercise. lt is in ELA that all
of the other "subject angles" are evaluated and measured against one
another, and a final decision about how to approach the Main Problem
Scenario is made based on all of the available information.

You are principal at a school that is considering
playing background music while students work. ls
this a good idea, and what are the issues involved?


